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Tweet
RT @INDIEbusiness: The mission of #HandmadeChat is to help
#handmade and entrepreneur artisans sell more of the products you
make. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:00 am INDIEbusiness
I'm your host, Donna Maria, founder & CEO of Indie Beauty Network
and entrepreneur's mentor and coach. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:00 am NatGoodSoaps
@HandmadeChat son is on my laptop, will be there in a minute. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:00 am anniesgoathill
@SecretsofSumer Wonderful people to share with here. Welcome to
#HandmadeChat! #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:00 am SkinCraftOrgani
@HandmadeChat @bathbodyacademy I have a 24 1/2 year old son
who lives at home - does that count?
2012-07-13 12:00 am INDIEbusiness
IBN offers coaching, training, products liability insurance for
#handmade entrepreneurs. More at http://t.co/hn9L0SnJ #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:00 am NatGoodSoaps
@KatyPerry rules in my house! LOL #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:00 am INDIEbusiness
Tonight's sponsor is http://t.co/uw0HbHfS, affordable #packaging for
your #handmade products #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:01 am HandmadeChat
Tonight's sponsor is http://t.co/W8EuA6fG, affordable #packaging for
your #handmade products #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:01 am bathbodyacademy RT @INDIEbusiness: Mission of #HandmadeChat is to help
#handmade and entrepreneur artisans sell more of the products you
make. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:01 am anniesgoathill
RT @INDIEbusiness The mission of #HandmadeChat is to help
#handmade & entrepreneur artisans sell more of the products you
make #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:01 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @INDIEbusiness: Tonight's sponsor is http://t.co/uw0HbHfS,
affordable #packaging for your #handmade products #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:01 am INDIEbusiness
Facilitating tonight is @bathbodyacademy, offering consulting and
ebooks to bath and body entrepreneurs. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:02 am HandmadeChat
Facilitating tonight is @bathbodyacademy, offering consulting and
ebooks to bath and body entrepreneurs. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:02 am anniesgoathill
RT @INDIEbusiness: Tonights sponsor is http://t.co/RKOslc9L,
affordable #packaging for your #handmade products #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:02 am anniesgoathill
RT @INDIEbusiness: Facilitating tonight is @bathbodyacademy,
offering consulting and ebooks to bath and body entrepreneurs. #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:02 am NatGoodSoaps
Hi Everyone! #handmadechat
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2012-07-13 12:05 am HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:05 am NatGoodSoaps
2012-07-13 12:05 am bathbodyacademy
2012-07-13 12:05 am anniesgoathill

2012-07-13 12:05 am bathbodyacademy
2012-07-13 12:05 am NatGoodSoaps
2012-07-13 12:06 am anniesgoathill
2012-07-13 12:06 am bathbodyacademy
2012-07-13 12:06 am bathbodyacademy
2012-07-13 12:07 am INDIEbusiness

2012-07-13 12:07 am bathbodyacademy
2012-07-13 12:07 am anniesgoathill
2012-07-13 12:08 am bathbodyacademy

@skincraftorgani You will love it - it's very fast paced and fun - don't
be shy about asking/answering #handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Facilitating tonight is @bathbodyacademy,
offering consulting and ebooks to bath and body entrepreneurs. #
handmadechat
Tonight's topic is how to be productive in your business while working
with young kids underfoot. Go @bathbodyacademy! #
HandmadeChat
Tonight's topic is how to be productive in your business while working
with young kids underfoot. Go @bathbodyacademy! #handmadechat
Hello everyone! Thanks for joining us! Please do chime in on the
conversation tonight - we'd love to hear your tips too. #
handmadechat
RT @indiebusiness: Welcome to #HandmadeChat, a weekly Twitter
talk show to help you be successful making, buying & selling
handmade products
Q1 WHAT ARE THE BEST TYPES OF QUIET TOYS TO KEEP
TODDLERS BUSY WHILE YOU WORK? #handmadechat
A1a Soft cover books, dolls, & building blocks keep toddlers
entertained so you can work. #handmadechat
Hi @Bathbodyacademy!! #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q1 WHAT ARE THE BEST TYPES OF
QUIET TOYS TO KEEP TODDLERS BUSY WHILE YOU WORK? #
HandmadeChat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q1 WHAT ARE THE BEST TYPES OF
QUIET TOYS TO KEEP TODDLERS BUSY WHILE YOU WORK?
A1: My kindle fire does wonders with my son..Netflix! LOL #
handmadechat
A1b I also always have crayons and paper handy especially if I get an
unexpected call #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q1 WHAT ARE THE BEST TYPES OF
QUIET TOYS TO KEEP TODDLERS BUSY WHILE YOU WORK? #
handmadechat
Hi @NatGoodSoaps! #handmadechat
oops..I see you asked about toddlers..mine is 7 #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: A1a Soft cover books, dolls, & building
blocks keep toddlers entertained so you can work. #handmadechat
@NatGoodSoaps - great idea - kids use my ipad but hadn't thought
about books on the Kindle. #handmadechat
We're saying toddlers but mean young children (mine are 5 and
almost 2) so they're not in school yetn #handmadechat
A1 Erasable markers on a white board works well. My son stayed
busy with Legos for an hour when he was 3, 4. He's 8 now. #
HandmadeChat
A1c Sometimes though I just have to go with an Elmo DVD!n #
handmadechat
A1a I was thinking, for an extra special quiet time, as an incentive, a
brand new toy for quiet time. #handmadechat
@INDIEbusiness Yes, chalkboards or dry erase boards are great #
handmadechat
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Yes, DVDs are great, always good ones out there. Plus, iPads are
pretty handy too :) @bathbodyacademy #HandmadeChat
@anniesgoathill Yes, great idea! #handmadechat
Q2 HOW CAN YOU LEVERAGE YOUR CHILD'S NAP SCHEDULE
TO GET MORE WORK DONE? #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q2 HOW CAN YOU LEVERAGE YOUR
CHILDS NAP SCHEDULE TO GET MORE WORK DONE? #
handmadechat
A2a Schedule tasks to be done during nap time. If there’s no plan, the
time will slip away too easily. #handmadechat
Don't be shy to say that you let your kids watch TV or DVDs so you
can work. No shame in that game. #HandmadeChat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q2 HOW CAN YOU LEVERAGE YOUR
CHILDS NAP SCHEDULE TO GET MORE WORK DONE? #
handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Dont be shy to say that you let your kids watch
TV or DVDs so you can work. No shame in that game. #
handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q2 HOW CAN YOU LEVERAGE YOUR
CHILD'S NAP SCHEDULE TO GET MORE WORK DONE? #
HandmadeChat
@bathbodyacademy I need to schedule nap time for myself!! #
handmadechat
A2 I work around farm chores, esp around kidding season. I schedule
most important tasks right after feeding...just in case. #
handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: @bathbodyacademy I need to schedule nap
time for myself!! (A power nap is great stress buster!) #
handmadechat
A2b Work in ‘chunks’ -write 1 week’s blog posts in 1 sitting instead of
nmany tasks that use different parts of your brain. #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy Q2 HOW CAN YOU LEVERAGE YOUR
CHILD'S NAP SCHEDULE TO GET MORE WORK DONE? #
HandmadeChat
RT @indiebusiness: A1 Erasable markers on a white board works
well. My son stayed busy with Legos for an hour when he was 3, 4 #
HandmadeChat
Me too!!! RT @NatGoodSoaps: @bathbodyacademy I need to
schedule nap time for myself!! #handmadechat
A2 If you can get toddlers used to specific nap times, you can have
1-2 hours of uninterrupted time most days. #HandmadeChat
A2 I know, different type of kids. But, I do juggle sometimes. It is not
easy. #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q2 HOW CAN YOU LEVERAGE YOUR
CHILD'S NAP SCHEDULE TO GET MORE WORK DONE? #
HandmadeChat
@INDIEbusiness Yes, LOVE that my son takes one long nap now
instead of two shorter ones. #handmadechat
@anniesgoathill Yes, juggling no matter what the issue always takes
finesse, right? #handmadechat

2012-07-13 12:13 am bathbodyacademy A2c Stay OFF social media unless it’s biz related and you’re posting
re: your business. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:13 am anniesgoathill
A2 How young do you teach children that mom works from home
office/studio? At what age do they begin to understand? #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:13 am INDIEbusiness
RT @bathbodyacademy: A2c Stay OFF social media unless it’s biz
related and you’re posting re: your business. YES! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:14 am INDIEbusiness
That's actually good advice for all entrepreneurs!
@bathbodyacademy #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:14 am bathbodyacademy @anniesgoathill My kids have always known me to be an
entrepreneur. They have their own desks for 'work time' as well. #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:14 am anniesgoathill
RT @INDIEbusiness: RT @bathbodyacademy: A2c Stay OFF social
media unless it’s biz related and you’re posting re: your biz.YES! #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:14 am anniesgoathill
RT @INDIEbusiness: Thats actually good advice for all
entrepreneurs! @bathbodyacademy Yes!!! #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:14 am LiveLoveDew
RT @INDIEbusiness: RT @bathbodyacademy: A2c Stay OFF social
media unless it’s biz related and you’re posting re: your business.
YES! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:15 am anniesgoathill
RT @bathbodyacademy: @anniesgoathill My kids have always
known me to be entrepreneur.They have their own desks for work
time. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:15 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @anniesgoathill: A2 How young do you teach children that mom
works from home office/studio? #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:15 am INDIEbusiness
@anniesgoathill My first was born after I started my biz. They nursed
while I wrote newsletters. It's all they've ever known. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:15 am bathbodyacademy Q3 HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH UNEXPECTED "BABY AND
TODDLER" NOISES IF YOU'RE ON A BUSINESS CALL? #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:16 am anniesgoathill
Schedule social media ... it is part of what you do, part of productive
time. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:16 am NatGoodSoaps
My son is learning that I am an entrepreneur but that I still work the
conventional office job. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:16 am bathbodyacademy A3a For me, I don’t apologize for there being kid noises - I’m a proud
mom entrepreneur, and my kids are why I do what I do. #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:17 am bathbodyacademy What do you other moms do when there are kid noises in the
background? #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:17 am HandmadeChat
RT @bathbodyacademy Q3 HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH
UNEXPECTED "BABY AND TODDLER" NOISES IF YOU'RE ON A
BUSINESS CALL? #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:17 am INDIEbusiness
RT @bathbodyacademy Q3 HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH
UNEXPECTED "BABY AND TODDLER" NOISES IF YOU'RE ON A
BUSINESS CALL? #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:17 am bathbodyacademy A3b If it gets too loud or a child needs immediate attention you can
reschedule the call. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:17 am anniesgoathill
How often do the children want to help? And do you give them biz
tasks that they can handle? #handmadechat

2012-07-13 12:18 am bathbodyacademy RT @anniesgoathill: Schedule social media ... it is part of what you
do, part of productive time. YES!!! #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:18 am donnaderosa
Just got here. Hi Everyone. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:18 am bathbodyacademy A3c Schedule really important calls for when you have a sitter so you
can fully focus on the call. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:18 am INDIEassist
RT @bathbodyacademy A3a I don’t apologize for kid noises - I’m a
proud mom entrepreneur, and my kids are why I do what I do. #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:18 am anniesgoathill
My son would go to work with me on weekends w/catch up needed.
Months later I found rubber bands penned "Marc was here." #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:18 am bathbodyacademy @anniesgoathill Great question! We'll be talking about that in just a
few minutes, so stay tuned. :-) #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:18 am SoapCoach
RT @HandmadeChat: RT @bathbodyacademy Q2 HOW CAN YOU
LEVERAGE YOUR CHILDS NAP SCHEDULE TO GET MORE
WORK DONE? #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:18 am anniesgoathill
RT @donnaderosa: Just got here. Hi Everyone. (Hello! Welcome!) #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:19 am AlyxFalkner
Love It! RT @INDIEbusiness Don't be shy to say that you let your kids
watch TV or DVDs so you can work. No shame in that game. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:19 am bathbodyacademy @anniesgoathill Precious!! #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:19 am INDIEbusiness
A3 I let people know, but don't apologize for it. I don't schedule biz
calls when child could interfere with ultimate goal. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:19 am TymmMedia
RT @INDIEbusiness: RT @bathbodyacademy: A2c Stay OFF social
media unless it’s biz related and you’re posting re: your business.
YES! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:19 am bathbodyacademy Hi @donnaderosa! Welcome to the chat. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:19 am SoapCoach
RT @bathbodyacademy: A2c Stay OFF social media unless it’s biz
related and you’re posting re: your business. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:19 am INDIEbusiness
A3 I also don't schedule biz calls if my kids are around, when big
money, impatient clients or tight deadlines are issues. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:19 am bathbodyacademy RT @INDIEbusiness: A3 I let people know, but dont apologize. Dont
schedule biz calls when child could interfere with goal. #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:20 am INDIEbusiness
Welcome @alyxfalkner and @donnaderosa -- great to see you! #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:21 am bathbodyacademy Q4 HOW DO YOU FIND PEOPLE TO HELP WITH KIDS DURING
THE DAY SO YOU CAN GET WORK DONE? #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:21 am bathbodyacademy Welcome @alyxfalkner #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:21 am anniesgoathill
I feel children need to understand that mom's work is important & it is
to their benefit that she is home-based entrepreneur. #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:21 am SoapCoach
A little late for #handmadechat...so I am diving in the convo about
running a biz w/children...I can't relate but can share #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:21 am bathbodyacademy A4a I’m blessed to have family as regular sitters. Or I work during nap
time or after bedtime. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:21 am SoapCoach
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q4 HOW DO YOU FIND PEOPLE TO
HELP WITH KIDS DURING THE DAY SO YOU CAN GET WORK
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2012-07-13 12:24 am NatGoodSoaps
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2012-07-13 12:24 am INDIEbusiness
2012-07-13 12:24 am SoapCoach

DONE? #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: A4a I’m blessed to have family as regular
sitters. Or I work during nap time or after bedtime. #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q4 HOW DO YOU FIND PEOPLE TO
HELP WITH KIDS DURING THE DAY SO YOU CAN GET WORK
DONE? #HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness:also dont schedule biz calls if kids are around
when big $, impatient clients or tight deadlines are issues. #
handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q4 HOW DO YOU FIND PEOPLE TO
HELP WITH KIDS DURING THE DAY SO YOU CAN GET WORK
DONE? #handmadechat
A4a I usually ask my mom, or I wait for when my son is with his dad to
get a lot done in 24 hours. #handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: Children need to understand moms work is
important & it is to their benefit that she is an entrepreneur. #
handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: Kids need to understand moms work is
important, it's to their benefit that she is home-based entrepreneur #
HandmadeChat
A4b Some moms use Mothers Day Out programs as their regular
work time each week. #handmadechat
@bathbodyacademy Letting people know, like you did me, that you
need to schedule time for phone call meetings shows integrity. #
handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: A4a I usually ask my mom, or I wait for when
my son is with his dad to get a lot done in 24 hours. #handmadechat
A4a I usually work when he is asleep at night 9-5 job 6-9 mommy time
9-?? small biz owner.. #handmadechat
@NatGoodSoaps - yes, focused 24 hours are often better than 40
distracted hours! #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: A4b Some moms use Mothers Day Out
programs as their regular work time each week. #handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: Kids need to understand moms work is
important, it's to their benefit that she is home-based entrepreneur #
HandmadeChat
RT @bathbodyacademy: A4b Some moms use Mothers Day Out
programs as their regular work time each week. #handmadechat
@anniesgoathill Kudos for making that point. I have had to remind
people in my family that I'm not just "on the computer." ... #
HandmadeChat
RT @bathbodyacademy: A4b Some moms use Mothers Day Out
programs as their regular work time each week. (How do you find
them?) #handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: @bathbodyacademy Letting people know you
need to schedule time for phone call meetings shows integrity. #
handmadechat
@anniesgoathill I'm creating our next meal in here! #HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoathill: Children need to understand moms work is
important & it is to their benefit that she is an entrepreneur. #
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handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: RT @anniesgoathill: Kids need to understand
moms work is important, it's to their benefit that she is home-based
entrepreneur #HandmadeChat
Q4 HOW DO YOU FIND PEOPLE TO HELP WITH KIDS DURING
THE DAY SO YOU CAN GET WORK DONE? #handmadechat
@anniesgoathill Google is my favorite tool for that, or local mom's
groups will have the inside scoop #handmadechat
@INDIEbusiness, yes! I have always made it a point to say, "I am
going to work," when heading to home office or studio. #
handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: RT @bathbodyacademy: A4b Some moms use
Mothers Day Out programs as their regular work time each week.
(How do you find them?) #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: @anniesgoathill Google is my favorite tool
for that, or local moms groups will have the inside scoop #
handmadechat
A4a I usually also schedule weekend time to work on
business..Panera Bread and Laptop! #handmadechat
I don't have kids yet. But my parents ran their own business from
home. And I loved having them around all the time. #handmadechat
RT: INDIEbusiness I have had to remind people in my family that I'm
not just "on the computer." ... #HandmadeChat #handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: @anniesgoathill Im creating our next meal in
here! (Yes!) #handmadechat
Q5 HOW CAN YOU ENCOURAGE YOUR PARTNER, IF ANY, TO
HELP WITH TODDLERS SO YOU CAN WORK? #handmadechat
To my kids since they could breathe: "This business is how we
provide for our needs and wants as a family." #HandmadeChat
RT @donnaderosa: I dont have kids yet - my parents ran their own
business from home & I loved having them around all the time. #
handmadechat
RT @donnaderosa: I dont have kids. But my parents ran their own
business from home. I loved having them around all the time. #
handmadechat
RT @donnaderosa: I don't have kids. My parents ran their business
from home. And I loved having them around all the time. #
HandmadeChat
@donnaderosa what a great example your parents set for you and
now you're an entrepreneur too! #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q5 HOW CAN YOU ENCOURAGE YOUR
PARTNER, IF ANY, TO HELP WITH TODDLERS SO YOU CAN
WORK? #HandmadeChat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q5 HOW CAN YOU ENCOURAGE YOUR
PARTNER, IF ANY, TO HELP WITH TODDLERS SO YOU CAN
WORK? #handmadechat
Q5 HOW CAN YOU ENCOURAGE YOUR PARTNER, IF ANY, TO
HELP WITH TODDLERS SO YOU CAN WORK? #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q5 HOW CAN YOU ENCOURAGE YOUR
PARTNER, IF ANY, TO HELP WITH TODDLERS SO YOU CAN
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WORK? #handmadechat
RT @donnaderosa: I dont have kids. But my parents ran their own
business from home. I loved having them around all the time #
handmadechat <3
Q5a I am a single parent so I don't get much help in that area.. #
handmadechat
A5a I make sure my hubby gets time to unwind from his workday
and/or has time for his hobbies so we both feel supported. #
handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: A4a I usually also schedule weekend time to
work on business..Panera Bread and Laptop! #handmadechat
A5 It's about shared goals. If we share same goals, it's a privilege to
help me do my part to achieve them. #HandmadeChat
A5 Fill your partners in on your schedule. They will better understand
what it is you do from day to day, minute to minute. #handmadechat
A5b Bribing might work sometimes! ☺ #handmadechat
Partner that is. #handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: A5 Its about shared goals. If we share same
goals, its a privilege to help me do my part to achieve them. #
handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: A5 Fill your partners in on your schedule. They
will better understand what it is you do from day to day. #
handmadechat
A5b And vice versa of course. It goes both ways. Like all things,
individual personalities and sensitivity is important. #HandmadeChat
@INDIEbusiness...I love that! What one partner does affects the life
of another, work and home. A team. #handmadechat
Q6 WHAT CREATIVE SOLUTIONS HAVE YOU FOUND FOR
CHILDCARE? #handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: A5 Its about shared goals. If we share same
goals, its a privilege to help me do my part to achieve them. #
handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: A5 Fill your partners in on your schedule. They
will better understand what it is you do from day to day. #
handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: Partner (s) that is. LOL I saw that! LOL #
handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q6 WHAT CREATIVE SOLUTIONS HAVE
YOU FOUND FOR CHILDCARE? #HandmadeChat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q6 WHAT CREATIVE SOLUTIONS HAVE
YOU FOUND FOR CHILDCARE? #handmadechat
A6a Bartering: exchanging daycare for your handmade products #
handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q6 WHAT CREATIVE SOLUTIONS HAVE
YOU FOUND FOR CHILDCARE? #handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: @INDIEbusiness...I love that! What one partner
does affects the life of another, work and home. A team. #
handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: RT: INDIEbusiness I have had to remind
people in my family that I'm not just "on the computer." ... #
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HandmadeChat #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: A6a Bartering: exchanging daycare for your
handmade products #handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: RT @anniesgoathill: Partner (s) that is. LOL I
saw that! LOL (I enjoy these inspiring chats-happy fingers!) #
handmadechat
A6b Exchange babysitting duties with another mom entrepreneur #
handmadechat
A6 We hired a teen, who eventually became our nanny. She was part
of our family for 5 years. It was affordable and smart. #
HandmadeChat
RT @bathbodyacademy: RT @INDIEbusiness:also dont schedule biz
calls if kids are around when big $, impatient clients or tight deadlines
are issues. #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: A6b Exchange babysitting duties with
another mom entrepreneur #handmadechat
Welcome to the chat @MplsK6ParentEx! #handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: RT @bathbodyacademy: A6a Bartering:
exchanging daycare for your handmade products #handmadechat
@MplsK6ParentEx Hi Olivia! Welcome to #handmadechat. Feel free
to share your tips and ideas, or questions with us. #HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoathill: A5 Fill your partners in on your schedule. They
will better understand what it is you do from day to day, minute to
minute. #handmadechat
Do entrepreneurs ever pool? 2 or 3 that switch off child care to meet
schedules. Like a car pool, but baby sit pool. #handmadechat
Great idea! RT @INDIEbusiness: We hired a teen, who eventually
became our nanny for 5 years. It was affordable & smart. #
handmadechat
RT @SoapCoach: RT @bathbodyacademy: A6b Exchange
babysitting duties with another mom entrepreneur (there is my
answer!) #handmadechat
@anniesgoathill I tried to "pool" childcare but it didn't work. Kids get
sick, one cancels, whole thing collapses. #HandmadeChat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q6 WHAT CREATIVE SOLUTIONS HAVE
YOU FOUND FOR CHILDCARE? #HandmadeChat
@anniesgoathill Yes, you're just asking the questions faster than I
can type-you've got great ideas/questions keep 'em coming! #
handmadechat
A6c Take kids to a toddler open gym time and reply to emails while
they’re playing. #handmadechat
RT @INDIEassist: RT @bathbodyacademy: Q6 WHAT CREATIVE
SOLUTIONS HAVE YOU FOUND FOR CHILDCARE? #
handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness I have had to remind people in my family that
I'm not just "on the computer." ... #HandmadeChat < YES!
Q7 WHAT ARE YOUR TIPS FOR GETTING WORK DONE AS A
SINGLE MOM WITH YOUNG CHILDREN AROUND? #
handmadechat
A7a Single moms: please chime in! #handmadechat

2012-07-13 12:35 am anniesgoathill

@bathbodyacademy Twitter is moving fast tonight. I cannot RT at
times. Great chat! Lots of mompreneur questions. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:35 am INDIEbusiness
My husband and I both work from home. Didn't plan it that way, but it
is that way. So, we tag team. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:35 am SoapCoach
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q7 WHAT ARE YOUR TIPS FOR GETTING
WORK DONE AS A SINGLE MOM WITH YOUNG CHILDREN
AROUND? #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:36 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @bathbodyacademy: @NatGoodSoaps - yes, focused 24 hours
are often better than 40 distracted hours! #handmadechat I AGREE!
2012-07-13 12:36 am INDIEbusiness
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q7 WHAT ARE YOUR TIPS FOR GETTING
WORK DONE AS A SINGLE MOM WITH YOUNG CHILDREN
AROUND? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:36 am SarasSoaps
#Handmadechat A5: Hubby is great abt wrangling the children when
he gets home from work so I can get production done. Also good on
weekends
2012-07-13 12:36 am HandmadeChat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q7 WHAT ARE YOUR TIPS FOR GETTING
WORK DONE AS A SINGLE MOM WITH YOUNG CHILDREN
AROUND? #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:36 am SarasSoaps
RT @anniesgoathill: A5 Fill your partners in on your schedule. They
will better understand what it is you do from day to day, minute to
minute. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:37 am DONNAMARIA
Tips For Single Mom Small Business Owners http://t.co/3XCsfh1u #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:37 am HandmadeChat
Tips For Single Mom Small Business Owners http://t.co/uUF3qCQo #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:37 am INDIEbusiness
Tips For Single Mom Small Business Owners http://t.co/4eP1jDnf #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:37 am anniesgoathill
@INDIEbusiness tag teaming is good for the children. The children
get attention from both mom & dad, and discipline. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:37 am bathbodyacademy Hi @SarasSoaps, glad you're here! It's great to have that support,
isn't it? #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:37 am NatGoodSoaps
Q7a I usually set up a space for my son with coloring books, kindle
and snacks. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:37 am bathbodyacademy RT @DONNAMARIA: Tips For Single Mom Small Business Owners
http://t.co/aa9TYXGZ #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:37 am calisesoapworks @SoapCoach @bathbodyacademy I try to have my work area & a
creative kids area close by. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:37 am anniesgoathill
RT @DONNAMARIA: Tips For Single Mom Small Business Owners
http://t.co/9srnA0v6 #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:37 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q7 WHAT ARE YOUR TIPS FOR GETTING
WORK DONE AS A SINGLE MOM WITH YOUNG CHILDREN
AROUND? #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:37 am INDIEassist
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q7 WHAT ARE YOUR TIPS FOR GETTING
WORK DONE AS A SINGLE MOM WITH YOUNG CHILDREN
AROUND? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:37 am INDIEbusiness
@SarasSoaps Sure is great to have a supportive souse. Makes all
the difference, in my opinion, especially when kids are young. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:37 am SoapCoach
RT @INDIEbusiness: Tips For Single Mom Small Business Owners
http://t.co/bKx3r1Kn #handmadechat
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2012-07-13 12:41 am bathbodyacademy
2012-07-13 12:41 am anniesgoathill

RT @indiebusiness: Tips For Single Mom Small Business Owners
http://t.co/jpV8VRGU #handmadechat
#Handmadechat A6 Bartering is a great idea! There are so many
days when I need just an hour or two to catch up on house stuff,
appts, etc.
@calisesoapworks Hi there, welcome! #HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoathill: @INDIEbusiness tag teaming is good for the
children. kids get attention from mom & dad, and discipline. #
handmadechat
Q7a I make sure we have a "special" lunch so he doesn't feel
neglected.n #handmadechat
Welcome @calisesoapworks, glad to have you here! #
handmadechat
@INDIEbusiness Thanks! I'm glad to be here! #handmadechat
Q8 HOW DO YOU "REWARD" KIDS FOR BEING QUIET IN TIME
CHUNKS SO YOU CAN GET THROUGH SPECIFIC PROJECTS? #
handmadechat
Q7a I sometimes let him help me with certain tasks that he can do
and give him a "paycheck" #handmadechat
A8a I stop working to fully focus on them and do their favorite activity.
I try to remember to kids love = time/attention #handmadechat
@SarasSoaps You are pretty amazing. Not only running a biz, being
wife, raising kids -- but home schooling also. #HandmadeChat
RT @NatGoodSoaps I make sure we have a "special" lunch so he
doesn't feel neglected. #handmadechat < That's great! #
handmadechat
@bathbodyacademy Thank you! #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy Q8 HOW DO YOU "REWARD" KIDS FOR
BEING QUIET IN TIME CHUNKS SO YOU CAN GET THROUGH
SPECIFIC PROJECTS? #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy Q8 HOW DO YOU "REWARD" KIDS FOR
BEING QUIET IN TIME CHUNKS SO YOU CAN GET THROUGH
SPECIFIC PROJECTS? #handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps I sometimes let him help me with certain tasks
that he can do and give him a "paycheck" #handmadechat #
handmadechat
@NatGoodSoaps I love that idea. #handmadechat
Q8a depending on what our agenda is for the weekend, we go to
Toys R Us and he gets to buy something. My way of thanking him. #
handmadechat
Wow @SarasSoaps - you are juggling a lot - that's incredible! #
handmadechat
A8b Sometimes we’ll make a favorite (healthy) treat to eat as a
reward. #handmadechat
@donnaderosa, a $5 bill goes a long way in my house! LOL #
handmadechat
Q9 HOW CAN YOU INVOLVE YOUR CHILDREN IN YOUR WORK?
HOW CAN THEY 'HELP'? #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: A8b Sometimes we’ll make a favorite
(healthy) treat to eat as a reward. #handmadechat
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RT @INDIEbusiness: Tips For Single Mom Small Business Owners
http://t.co/4eP1jDnf #handmadechat
A9a Fill shipping boxes with packing peanuts or help unpack
shipments. #handmadechat
RT @natgoodsoaps Q7a I sometimes let him help me with certain
tasks that he can do and give him a "paycheck" #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q9 HOW CAN YOU INVOLVE YOUR
CHILDREN IN YOUR WORK? HOW CAN THEY HELP? #
handmadechat
Q9a my son helps me pick colors for soaps or gives me ideas from
when we surf the web. #handmadechat
@bathbodyacademy A8 I reward them w/attention & time b/c that is
truly what they want. When possible they help w/the business. #
handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: @donnaderosa, a $5 bill goes a long way in
my house! LOL Same here! #handmadechat
Q9a I let him get the soaps from the shelf that need to get packed. He
is good at counting inventory too. #handmadechat
Q9 Kids are good at labeling using stickers #handmadechat #
HandmadeChat
Welcome @MidnightCat24 and @LiveLoveDew! #handmadechat
@bathbodyacademy A8 - sometimes my daughter & I sit & come up
with product names, some are silly, some are quite catchy.#
handmadechat
A9b Anything that doesn’t need to be precise. My file labels are
written in crayon & kids’ writing! #handmadechat
A9 Why not inspire your children to be entrepreneur themselves?
That is what I see happening naturally as they see what u do. #
handmadechat
@NatGoodSoaps Cute! #handmadechatn #HandmadeChat
@LiveLoveDew Welcome Crissy and Lori. Also, glad to see
@calisesoapworks! #HandmadeChat
RT @LiveLoveDew: sometimes my daughter & I sit & come up with
product names, some are silly, some are catchy.#handmadechat #
handmadechat
@NatGoodSoaps and all --> To keep a clean transcript, use A1, A2b,
etc. format for answers, not Q. Thanks! #HandmadeChat
YES! RT @anniesgoathill: Why not inspire your children to be
entrepreneur themselves? Happens naturally as they see what u do
#handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: Q9a I let him get the soaps from the shelf that
need to get packed. He is good at counting inventory too. #
handmadechat
@INDIEbusiness Thanks! #handmadechat #HandmadeChat
Q10 HOW HAS BEING A MOM MADE YOU A BETTER
ENTREPRENEUR? #handmadechat
@INDIEbusiness, I thought I was doing something wrong..Sorry!! #
handmadechat
I don't hesitate to sit kids down and say I have to work -- you must
figure out something to do on your own. #HandmadeChat
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RT @bathbodyacademy: Q10 HOW HAS BEING A MOM MADE YOU
A BETTER ENTREPRENEUR? #handmadechat
A10a I’m more focused, efficient and productive. I want to get more
done in less time to have family time! #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q10 HOW HAS BEING A MOM MADE YOU
A BETTER ENTREPRENEUR? #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy Q8 HOW DO YOU "REWARD" KIDS FOR
BEING QUIET IN TIME CHUNKS SO YOU CAN GET THROUGH
SPECIFIC PROJECTS? #handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: I dont hesitate to sit kids down and say I have
to work -- you must figure out something to do on your own. #
handmadechat
A10a makes me work harder. Keeps me focused (sometimes). Makes
me want him to be proud of us as a family. #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: A10a I’m more focused, efficient and
productive.I want to get more done in less time to have family time! #
handmadechat
I don't want to train them to think it's my job to think of things for them
to do. #HandmadeChat
Not sure if I'm amazing or insane @indiebusiness! I think of it as just
doing what I've got to do. #handmadechat
Moms are natural multitaskers #handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: RT @bathbodyacademy: Q10 HOW HAS
BEING A MOM MADE YOU A BETTER ENTREPRENEUR? #
HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: I dont hesitate to sit kids down and say I have
to work -- you must figure out something to do on your own. #
handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: A10a I’m more focused, efficient &
productive. I want to get more done in less time to have family time! #
handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q10 HOW HAS BEING A MOM MADE YOU
A BETTER ENTREPRENEUR? #handmadechat
RT @donnaderosa: Moms are natural multitaskers #handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: A9 Why not inspire your children to be
entrepreneur themselves? That is what I see happening naturally as
they see what u do. #handmadechat
Thanks @bathbodyacademy! Very few dull moments around here! #
handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps Q7a I sometimes let him help me with certain
tasks that he can do and give him a "paycheck" #handmadechat <
Love!
YES! RT @NatGoodSoaps: makes me work harder. Keeps me
focused (sometimes). Makes me want him to be proud of us as a
family. #handmadechat
A10b My motivation for succeeding is right in front of me with their
precious smiles and hugs. #handmadechat
@SoapCoach Agreed! #handmadechatn #HandmadeChat
RT @donnaderosa: "Moms are natural multitaskers" // Yes, but can
be our downfall too. I try not to multitask. #HandmadeChat
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RT @bathbodyacademy: A10b My motivation for succeeding is right
in front of me with their precious smiles and hugs. #handmadechat
A10c Self acceptance knowing I won’t (and don’t need to) get it all
done. Only do what’s important. #handmadechat
A9 My 8yo has created her own product line. She's in charge of
product dev't & manufacturing. My 2yo helps wrap & slice bars#
handmadechat
Q11 WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING PART OF BEING A MOM
ENTREPRENEUR? #handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps @bathbodyacademy A10b My motivation for
succeeding is right in front of me with their precious smiles & hugs. #
HandmadeChat
RT @bathbodyacademy: A10c Self acceptance knowing I won’t (and
don’t need to) get it all done. Only do what’s important. #
handmadechat
@bathbodyacademy A9 she is also excited about helping with events,
who can resist a sample from an adorable little red head! #
handmadechat
A11a Satisfaction that I’m making a difference in the world while
setting an example for my kids and making money all at once! #
handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q11 WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING
PART OF BEING A MOM ENTREPRENEUR? #HandmadeChat
A8 My girls are happy to entertain themselves for half-hour to an hour
at a time. I thank them & guide them to fun activities. #
handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: Q11 WHAT IS THE MOST REWARDING
PART OF BEING A MOM ENTREPRENEUR? #handmadechat
RT @INDIEBusiness RT @bathbodyacademy: Q11 WHAT IS THE
MOST REWARDING PART OF BEING A MOM ENTREPRENEUR? #
handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: A9 Why not inspire your children to be
entrepreneur themselves? That is what I see happening naturally as
they see what u do. #handmadechat
@LiveLoveDew That's great! #handmadechat
A11a when my son says I make the best soap ever! He tells all the
neighbors about it and invites them to our apartment! #
handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: RT @donnaderosa: "Moms are natural
multitaskers" // Yes, but can be our downfall too. I try not to multitask.
#HandmadeChat
RT @LiveLoveDew: A9 she is also excited about helping with events,
who can resist a sample from an adorable little red head! #
handmadechat
@calisesoapworks A11 demonstrating the entrepreneur spirit & that
you can do anything you set you mind to. #HandmadeChat
@NatGoodSoaps Love it, what a great little guy! #handmadechat
Hats off to the other mom entrepreneurs here! It’s a tough job but stay
positive and enjoy the ride! #handmadechat
A11 Enjoying life, setting a good example for my kids. The fruits of

combining passion and labor. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:51 am NatGoodSoaps
A11a I have to keep tabs on him because he will invite EVERYONE!
LOL #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:51 am INDIEbusiness
RT @calisesoapworks: @calisesoapworks A11 demonstrating the
entrepreneur spirit & that you can do anything you set you mind to #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:51 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @bathbodyacademy: Hats off to the other mom entrepreneurs
here! It’s a tough job but stay positive and enjoy the ride! #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:52 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @bathbodyacademy: @NatGoodSoaps Love it, what a great little
guy! THANKS #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:52 am bathbodyacademy RT @SarasSoaps: My girls are happy 2 entertain themselves for
half-hour to hour. I thank them & guide them to fun activities. #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:52 am INDIEbusiness
RT @bathbodyacademy: A11a I’m making difference in the world
while setting an example for my kids, making money all at once! #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:52 am bathbodyacademy Absolutely! RT @INDIEbusiness: Enjoying life, setting a good
example for my kids. The fruits of combining passion and labor. #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:52 am SoapCoach
RT @SarasSoaps: My girls are happy 2 entertain themselves for
half-hour to hour. I thank them & guide them to fun activities. #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:53 am calisesoapworks RT @NatGoodSoaps @bathbodyacademy Hats off to other mom
entrepreneurs! It’s a tough job but stay positive & enjoy the ride! #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:53 am INDIEbusiness
Thanks to @bathbodyacademy for an enlightening and instructional
conversation about an important issue to parents. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:53 am INDIEbusiness
Kudos to tonight sponsor, http://t.co/uw0HbHfS, affordable
#packaging for your #handmade products. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:53 am HandmadeChat
Kudos to tonight sponsor, http://t.co/W8EuA6fG, affordable
#packaging for your #handmade products #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:53 am SarasSoaps
A11 Getting to spend extra time with my girls & getting to share my
passion with them. They learn so much by watching! #
Handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:53 am bathbodyacademy RT @INDIEbusiness: Kudos to tonight sponsor, http://t.co/LhDEjyNY,
affordable #packaging for your #handmade products. #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:53 am NatGoodSoaps
Thank you @bathbodyacademy!n #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:54 am SecretsofSumer Have these #handmadechat sessions been going on long, or is
tonight the first?
2012-07-13 12:54 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @HandmadeChat: Kudos to tonight sponsor,
http://t.co/kSXOBwuw, affordable #packaging for your #handmade
products #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:54 am INDIEbusiness
Now everyone, brag time! What #handmade products do you make
and where can we go to buy some?! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:54 am donnaderosa
Thanks everyone. Taking notes for the future. #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:55 am INDIEbusiness
@SecretsofSumer This is #HandmadeChat No. 9 (I think ... maybe
it's 8). Transcripts at http://t.co/cbomHql8. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-13 12:55 am SarasSoaps
@indieassist @INDIEbusiness All this and sexy shoes, too, because
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2012-07-13 12:57 am INDIEbusiness

every superhero needs good shoes. ;-) #handmadechat
IBN offers coaching, training, products liability insurance for
#handmade entrepreneurs. Newsletter http://t.co/8127378r #
HandmadeChat
Next chat, Thurs, 7/19, 8p ET; @anniesgoathill leads Organizing Your
Day For Maximum Productivity #HandmadeChat
I make handmade #soap and body creams. Made lovingly with the
goat milk produced on our farm. #handmadechat
My spa products can be found at http://t.co/U7I4LGsH and my
coaching/consulting pkgs can be at http://t.co/XtzXBE1B. #
handmadechat
Please take the #HandmadeChat Survey so we can make our chat
even more useful for you http://t.co/30ia7XAx #HandmadeChat
Thanks for the great convo, everyone! My Twitter stream wasn't
showing up, so sorry if I missed any great gems. #handmadechat
Thanks @bathandbodyacademy! Great job! #HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Next chat, Thurs, 7/19, 8p ET; @anniesgoathill
leads Organizing Your Day For Maximum Productivity #
handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Please take the #HandmadeChat Survey so
we can make our chat even more useful for you
http://t.co/sKQJWUW6 #handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: IBN offers coaching, training, products liability
insurance for #handmade entrepreneurs. #handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Please take the #HandmadeChat Survey so
we can make our chat even more useful for you http://t.co/HFrZqWR9
#handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Please take the #HandmadeChat Survey so
we can make our chat even more useful for you http://t.co/mjPyneCH
#handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Please take the #HandmadeChat Survey so
we can make our chat even more useful for you http://t.co/QG9pQtFH
#handmadechat
@SarasSoaps - be sure to check out the transcript. Our twitter feed
was wonky tonight as well, sorry if I overlooked anyone! #
handmadechat
RT @HandmadeChat: Next chat, Thurs, 7/19, 8p ET;
@anniesgoathill leads Organizing Your Day For Maximum
Productivity #handmadechat
RT @bathbodyacademy: My spa products at http://t.co/kzOzmEOG
and my coaching/consulting pkgs can be at http://t.co/qBOQgiFp #
HandmadeChat
I make handcrafted, award winning artisan #soap, #soycandles,
lotions and other delightful goodies =0) #HandmadeChat
RT need this! @INDIEbusiness Next chat, Thurs, 7/19, 8p ET;
@anniesgoathill leads Organizing Your Day For Maximum
Productivity #HandmadeChat
Thank you! RT @calisesoapworks: Thanks @bathandbodyacademy!
Great job! #handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: I make handmade #soap and body creams.
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Made lovingly with the goat milk produced on our farm. #
HandmadeChat
Thank you @bathbodyacademy for the inspiring and uplifting
discussion...helping entrepreneurs that are also busy moms. #
handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Please take the #HandmadeChat Survey so
we can make our chat even more useful for you http://t.co/Q4hWtWzZ
#HandmadeChat
My shameless plug... http://t.co/aqNhMaDY, home of Sara's Soaps 'n
Such & Girly Arts Made by ME. #handmadechat #handmade #soaps
RT @anniesgoathill: I make handmade #soap and body creams.
Made lovingly with the goat milk produced on our farm. #
handmadechat
RT @SarasSoaps: http://t.co/6q3TjSat, home of Saras Soaps n Such
& Girly Arts Made by ME. #handmadechat #handmade #soaps #
HandmadeChat
RT @SarasSoaps: http://t.co/CRfXNXb5, home of Saras Soaps n
Such & Girly Arts Made by ME. #handmadechat #handmade #soaps
#handmadechat
Have a great night everyone!! #handmadechat
RT @LiveLoveDew @INDIEbusiness Next chat, Thurs, 7/19,8pET;
@anniesgoathill leads Organizing Your Day For Maximum
Productivity #HandmadeChat
RT @calisesoapworks: I make handcrafted, award winning artisan
#soap, #soycandles, lotions and other delightful goodies =0) #
handmadechat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: RT @HandmadeChat: Next chat, Thurs, 7/19,
8p ET; (I) lead Organizing Your Day For Maximum Productivity #
handmadechat
@NatGoodSoaps Thanks! You, too!n #HandmadeChat
I offer #diy classes in #handmade soaps & other natural bath & body
in #NY #NYC http://t.co/tMOkUDEf #handmadechat
Good night all. Thanks for joining us for this informative chat. Lots of
great parent and mom biz tips shared! #HandmadeChat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: Have a great night everyone!!//You too! #
handmadechat
RT @SoapCoach: I offer #diy classes in #handmade soaps & other
natural bath & body in #NY #NYC http://t.co/6AkBseZt #
handmadechat
RT @SoapCoach: I offer #diy classes in #handmade soaps & other
natural bath & body in #NY #NYC http://t.co/IpDR8wA4 #
HandmadeChat
RT @NatGoodSoaps: RT @HandmadeChat: Next chat, Thurs, 7/19,
8p ET; (I) lead Organizing Your Day For Maximum Productivity #
handmadechat
RT @SoapCoach: RT @NatGoodSoaps: Have a great night
everyone!!//You too! #handmadechat
RT @SarasSoaps: My shameless plug... http://t.co/ESNMuPYE,
home of Saras Soaps n Such & Girly Arts Made by ME. #
HandmadeChat

2012-07-13 12:59 am HandmadeChat

Good night all. Thanks for joining us for this informative chat. Lots of
great parent and mom biz tips shared! #handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:59 am bathbodyacademy RT @INDIEbusiness: Good night all. Thanks for joining us for this
informative chat. Lots of great parent/mom biz tips shared! #
handmadechat
2012-07-13 12:59 am calisesoapworks RT @SoapCoach: I offer #diy classes in #handmade soaps & other
natural bath & body in #NY #NYC http://t.co/to5uOT0g #
HandmadeChat

